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DÜSSELDORF FESTIVAL! 8.9.-27.9.2021  
 
The highlights in brief  
 
From 8 September to 27 September, the 31st edition of the Düsseldorf 
Festival! will once again offer a packed programme of music, dance, theatre 
and new circus. In search of borderline experiences, the festival returns this 
year - of course with all the prescribed hygiene rules - to the traditional 
theatre tent on Burgplatz as its central venue. Once again, a programme can 
be experienced that crosses the borderlines between art forms and presents 
completely new mixtures. Many of the festival's guests are internationally 
acclaimed artists who are being seen here for the first time. Among the nine 
highlights of the programme are three German premieres, one world 
premiere and one NRW premiere.  
 
Last year, in response to the pandemic and travel restrictions, the Düsseldorf 
Festival! offered a stage primarily to artists from the region. Now, in the 
second Corona year, international ensembles are once again guests, showing 
creations in the theatre tent on Burgplatz that explore their joy of 
experimentation between avant-garde dance, performance, new circus and 
concert session. The festival opens with the German premiere of "POLITICAL 
MOTHER UNPLUGGED" by the highly regarded choreographer Hofesh 
Shechter (co-produced by the Düsseldorf Festival!), a mixture of dance 
theatre and rock concert that thrills with its elemental physicality. The 
drummer Yussef Dayes is considered one of the most exciting representatives of the new 
London jazz scene, moving elegantly from psychedelic variants of jazz to world music. With 
"Premier(s) Pas", the choreographer duo Nawal and Abou Lagraa have developed 
choreographies to music by Samuel Barber, Olivier Innocenti and Bach for the La Baraka 
company. The Swiss choreographer Martin Zimmermann presents the German premiere of 
his latest creation, "Danse Macabre", with three tragicomic figures, over whose community of 
fate hovers another bizarre figure: Death as a mischievous string-puller. From Australia come 
the highly decorated Circa Contemporary Circus and choreographer Yaron Lifschitz with 
"Humans 2.0.", a fast-paced, highly artistic performance that defies gravity and can be 
experienced in Germany for the first time. The ensemble VOCES8 pays homage to the English 
a cappella tradition with works from Thomas Tallis to Igor Stravinsky. In the literal sense, 
Michèle Anne De Mey and Jaco Van Dormael present craftsmanship with "Cold Blood", as they 
have only hands and fingers perform virtuoso dances in miniature stage pictures, filmed live 
and projected onto a giant screen. The successful in-house production "Tabula Rasa feat. 
Urbanatix" will be carried over from last year and will be staged in a new version in the  
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festival's very own venue: Director Christian Eggert and choreographer Takao 
Baba will stage furious urban dance and artistry to live music with the 
exceptional formation "Urbanatix". Finally, the festival will close with 
Afrobeat, jazz, funk and Latin with the Cologne-based Muito Kaballa Power 
Ensemble. The nine-member band emerged from the one-man show of the 
Cologne multi-instrumentalist and street musician Muito Kaballa and 
promises an exotic sound. 
 
 
 
 
 


